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Glenn Beck Withdraws Support for a Modern-day
Constitutional Convention

Glenn Beck

Popular talk-show host Glenn Beck
announced Thursday on his show that he no
longer supports an Article V convention to
amend the Constitution.

“I have been a supporter of the Article V
Convention of States. I’ve been a pretty big
supporter, vocal supporter. I’m reversing
that today,” he said during the episode titled
“Media Praises Biden for Solving a Problem
He Created.” The segment starts at 1:37:00.

Convention of States, the leading
organization to lobby for this dangerous ploy
— a group members of The John Birch
Society have encountered in state
legislatures across the nation and have
recently defeated in Ohio, Iowa, Utah, and
South Dakota — has benefited from Beck’s
prior support.

The JBS, the parent organization of The New American magazine, has not only long opposed calling a
modern-day constitutional convention (Con-Con), but also has played a major role in preventing such a
convention from coming about. In his remarks, Beck echoed as a reason for his reversal a major JBS
talking point — that we are in no position as a populace to open up that brilliant governing document.

“We are not the people to open up this sacred document. We are not the people — that was a God-
inspired document,” Beck said. “I withdraw my support. And I’m sorry to say that, but I withdraw my
support.… This Constitution is wholly inadequate for anyone other than a religious and moral people.
We are not those people.”

This comes on the heels of Dr. Robert Malone sharing with his large Substack audience an article by
JBS Research Project Manager Christian Gomez on the dangers of a Con-Con. That got COS’s attention,
as they quickly fired off two posts on their website to contain the damage.

Please listen to the 9/15 Glenn Beck episode; the Con-Con segment begins at 1:37:00.

Editor’s note: The New American will be publishing another, more detailed, article on this subject
tomorrow.

https://www.glennbeck.com/st/podcast?mc_cid=8ff97293ef&amp;mc_eid=2ff53340a4
https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/what-an-article-v-convention-might?mc_cid=8ff97293ef&amp;mc_eid=2ff53340a4
https://www.glennbeck.com/st/podcast?mc_cid=8ff97293ef&amp;mc_eid=2ff53340a4
https://thenewamerican.com/author/paul-dragu/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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